Student Membership

#ofFIShAllMemb

Student membership exists for students interested in learning about the seafood industry and connecting with other seafood professionals. This member level is a tangible way for people to show their support for the work GSA does, and for responsible seafood practices. We offer discounted membership for students to demonstrate our support for them in their studies.

Student membership dollars directly support initiatives around the world to improve the seafood industry (such as digital traceability initiatives, uplifting small-scale farmers, and our work with the UN Sustainable Development Goals).

$35 PER YEAR

To show our appreciation for student members supporting these projects, we offer the following benefits:

- Public Recognition: Membership listing on the GSA website
- Join virtual event conference sessions
- Access to GSA Member Toolkit
- Social media mentions across GSA channels
- Feature on the GSA Blog
- Discount to GSA events